
Consolidated RFI 36C25720B0016 
 

1. Is this project sales tax exempt? If the project is sales tax exempt, will the government provide a sales 
tax exemption certificate to the awardee; with an applicable Government contract number? 
A: Yes. The awardee shall be provided the Tax Exemption form upon request. 

 
2. Please issue the Site Visit Roster. 

A: The Sign in Sheet from the Pre-Bid Site Visit was provided on Amendment 0001. 
 
3. Referencing drawing #E0402- DETAIL #2- CALLS FOR NEW PANEL ON EXISTING 

WALL, HOWEVER THERE ARE EXISTING PANELS AND TRANSFORMER IN THE 
SAME SPACE. Who will relocate these existing panels or transformer? Please advise. See 
Attached 07572 scan pdf 
A: Panel will be relocated by others 

 
4. Referencing drawing #M0401 – Detail 1 - The line running from the new generator day tank 

shows a detail with no clarification as to what type of VALVE? Please define. See attached 
12235 scan pdf 
A: Means and Methods. Valve shall be suitable and approved for fuel oil systems and 
sized for the flow indicated 

 
5. . Referencing drawing # S0001 – Detail 2 Notes Leveling screws as an alternate, no alternate 

on Bid Schedule See attached 16098-scan pdf.  
A: Means and methods Project is to be bid per specs and drawings with no alternative bid  
add/deduct.  

 
6. What will the ICRA level be for the project? 

A: Varies by location. ICRA levels are provided by Infection Control who must visit the are under 
construction and determine the risk level 

 
7. Are there any infection control trainings required? 

A:  when starting work in any area Infection Control must be contacted for an ICRA permit for the 
 work in that area 

8. Are there any pre-construction risk assessments such as (TB testing) required? 
A: NO 
 

9. Will any of the work that we will be performing be required to be performed after normal 
working hours or on weekends? 
A: after hour work is likely especially if utility shut down is required to perform tie-ins. Business 
 hours work is preferred wherever possible. Utility outages may require up to two weeks prior 
 notice to obtain a clearance 
 

10. What are the asbestos, hazardous material and lead abatement requirements associated with 
this project? Should we expect to remediate asbestos, hazardous material, or lead? If 
abatement is required, request that the VA provide the appropriate survey report. 
A: There is no asbestos in 2J. Lead may be encountered in the walls on the third floor in  
examining rooms where no work is anticipated for this project 



 
11. In room 3-4B are there going to be any changes in plans due to there being obstructions 

encountered during walk through? 
A: See 3 above 
 

12. Prints show using RGS in “Functional Basement” location. Is this for only the basement 
level, or entire project?  
A: Could not find this requirement on plans. Except as required by NFPA 70 500 Hazardous  
Locations, American made Steel EMT with Compression fittings properly strapped are acceptable 
 except where in contact with the Earth or subjected to severe physical damage  

 
13. Are controls conduits to be RGS as well? 

A: see 12 
 

14. Will on-site staging be allowed? 
A:  Staging of large items is permitted in the Lot where TT55 is located. Check with COR in TT55 for 

locations to use. Some staging will be permitted near basement jobsite. 
 

15. Will on-site parking be allowed? 
A: Parking is provided in the south east parking lot where dumpsters and conex will be located  
 

16. In Functional Basement what is the approximate concrete floor thickness (for coring 
purposes)? 
A: 8 inches 
 

17. Will floor x-raying be required before any floor coring? 
A: YES 
 

18. Who owns the proprietary HVAC controls at Dallas VA? 
A: SIEMENS contact Gary Dunker 214 202-2136 

 
19. Reference Section 01 91 00, Page 14.  The list of systems to be commissioned is extensive 

and possibly includes systems not related to this project.  Please provide us with an updated 
list of systems to commission for this project so that we can price such work accordingly.   
A, UPS, Circuit breakers, Automatic Transfer Switches, Panelboard Phasing, metering, 
 communications to existing systems, BMS interlock system. Factory tests are not recognized as  
meeting this requirement. Tests are to be performed after installation is completed, test data  
sheets provided to COR. OEM startup services and Acceptance Testing are considered third party 
 commissioning if test data sheets are provided to COR during construction 

 
20. Please confirm need for construction fence? 

A: Work is mostly inside the building. Alley where generator is to be set must remain accessible 
 for VA Engineering employees to access. Security of materials not installed but stored are the 
 contractor’s responsibility to secure. Barriers will be required where a trip and fall hazard is 
 created by the requirements of the project. 
 

 



21. Will any work be required after hours? Any hours that no work can be accomplished? 
A: Noise must be kept to a minimum 7am until 6PM. Depending on the severity, tasks such as 
 constant hammering may be required to be broken down into periods of 30 minutes on and 30  
minutes off intervals.  

 
22. Please confirm need for construction fence? 

A: see 20 
 

23. Please confirm need for land surveyor? And thereby the need for 1.13 
A: No Land is required for this project Surveyor. 

 
24. Will any infection control be required inside the building in mechanical rooms? 

A: Dust controls generally apply throughout the medical center for this project. Masks are  
currently required when entering the building and temperature checks for daily entrances.  
Contractor  is responsible for the cleanliness of the project and the access to the work area  
through the building. 

 
25. Please confirm photographic documentation section requirements? 

A: Photographic record of construction timeline  per section 01.30 is confirmed. Of concern is  
any elements that are concealed by the construction 

 
26. Will workers be able to use VA facilities for restrooms? 

A: NO. See Project Manual 1.20 General Requirements 
 

27. Can the electrical contractor provide tests or will an independent 3rd party testing firm be 
required? 
A: Independent electrical testing source utilizing NETA MTS criteria or OEM services 

for specialized equipment 
 

28. Does the VA hire the commissioning agent or does the contractor hire the commissioning agent? 
     A: Contractor hires the commissioning agent 

 
29. Can the superintendent, site safety and health officer and quality control manager functions 

all be performed by the same individual? 
A: YES, if proper certification is provided of qualifications – verifiable experience, training 
 certificate, etc. 

 
30. One-Line and floor plans specifically call-out “RGS” conduits ( Rigid Galvanized 

Steel-  Conduit. Can we assume that all other conduits can be EMT ( Electrical Metallic 
Tubing Conduits) if not called out? 
A:  YES. See 12 


